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Client communications are under attack. This
is because users are unauthenticated and
data is unprotected.

Workarounds (encrypted emails, portals,
calls-back) simply don't work. They not only
make it complicated to communicate, but
have also led to unofficial workarounds such
as WhatsApp be used.

That's where we come in. Qwil makes it
easy for firms to communicate and meet their
security & regulatory requirements. 

The $200m JPM �ne for allowing WhatsApp use
(and other personal channels) has been a wake
up call for the industry. Although recording
tools for keeping an audit trail or connectors to
social platforms exist, conversations remain
insecure. 

Participants are unverified (clients are still
using social chat)

Not banking-grade security everywhere
(2000% increase in WhatsApp scams in
the last 12 months)

Unable to be utilised in a meaningful way
(no sensitive information can be shared)

Start Free Trial → Request Demo

Users can now instantly go from a chat to
video/audio conference with the click of a
button. No need to pay for yet another
service or download another app whether on
mobile or desktop.

Share your screen, send messages and
documents in the same conversation all
within the secure Qwil environment.

Recording functionality coming soon.

Search functionality has been enhanced  and is
now also available on mobile!

Users can see chats and documents directly
under their contacts, and the data reviewer has
been redesigned with more information
available including the last message, as well as
additional permissions levels. 

Send a message to all your staff
or clients in one go via the Butler
directly from Qwil.

Promote special events,
newsletters, or any other
relevant information knowing it
will not get lost in users' inboxes.

Firms can also leverage our
extensive APIs for bespoke
notifcations and automations.

Start Free Trial → Request Demo

Why do you need Qwil Messenger?

The Qwil Advantage

A totally secure solution to meet banking-grade standards (not just end-to-end
encryption).

Enables hassle-free conversations that are more efficient, convenient and safe for
all participants.

Co-ordinated, private conversations with the right participants at the right time.

Complete audit trail of all interactions that is fully owned and managed by your
business.

Why can't we just use social apps?

Product News
We are constantly updating and improving our platform based upon feedback. Our
technology can be deployed anywhere within minutes, and can support businesses of
all sizes. Below are a number of the key enhancements we continue to offer to our
customers.

Qwil for Enterprise (White-label) - coming in H2 2022
In response to demand from large enterprise customers, we are introducing Qwil for
Enterprise. This offering allows an organisation to have their own Qwil app, that they
can brand and name accordingly. This will allow customers to own the entire brand
experience whilst leveraging the complete communication utilities of Qwil Messenger.

Our white-labelled solution can also enable different business units, brands or
geographic regions to be logically segregated and distributed, yet delivered via a single
app. This includes being able to meet localised data hosting requirements.

Video, voice & screensharing functionality

Search & Review

Message Broadcast

Integration with Salesforce and Intelli�o O�ce
Qwil now supports two out-of-the-box app integrations for both Salesforce and
Intelligent Office. These apps enable seamless integration between your conversations
and your client records. Using either of these apps you can: 

Automatically access all chats with a client

One-click access to create chats

Manage Qwil client profiles and access

AWS - Switzerland coming Q3/Q4
Qwil can be deployed in 27 AWS regions but one has been missing!  AWS Europe (Zurich)
Region is in the works and will open in Q3/Q4 with three Availability Zones.  This opens up
Qwil Messenger to all wealth managers and �rms wishing to have their data hosted in
Switzerland! 

Qwil Messenger in the News
cybernews Laurent Guyot, the Director and the CFO at Qwil Messenger introduces
our readers to modern and secure business communication platforms and explains
what are the best practices to avoid data breaches.

Oracle
Listen to our podcast with Oracle on how our solution makes it easy for staff to
communicate with clients without having to worry about fraudsters!

PIMFA
PIMFA welcomes Qwil Messenger as the latest of its PIMFA Plus partners offering
PIMFA members a secure instant messaging platform they can use to communicate
with their clients.

Are you still wondering which instant messaging
platform to use? 
We are more than happy to discuss alternatives - what can (or cannot) be done when
connecting to WhatsApp or challenges of in-app solutions. We have comparisons for
mos ...if not all! Just ask us. 
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Secure. Compliant. Conversation.
Find out more at qwilmessenger.com 
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